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Abstract

Background: Linking of information from different data sources, specifically literature, becomes increasingly im-
portant to annotate the growing number of new genome sequences. For the large percentage of genes with no
known sequence homologs, new, possibly integrative, methods need to be developed. Ab-initio structure predic-
tion and comparison is a method some of us pursued previously for functional annotation of sequences with no
known homologs [1]. Here we use a large set of sequences of known structure to evaluate a new method that
uses keyword information from literature to improve our previously used ab-initio structure prediction method.

Results: We report two results: first, the literature and keyword similarity measure we employ here performs well
in identifying functional and/or structural relationships even if there is little or no sequence homology between
the compared proteins, the difficult, but frequent, so-called “twilight zone” case in annotation and structure
prediction. Second, our novel method that uses literature to assist SCOP super-family prediction [2] significantly
improves on our original ab-initio structure prediction algorithm.

Conclusions: We show that the literature keywords and similarity measure used here are of great value for the
increasingly important field of functional annotation of new sequences with no or little sequence homology.

Background
Each newly sequenced genome is principally annotated by comparison of its sequences to previously anno-
tated genomes. Typically 40 to 60% of a new genome can be reliably annotated in this fashion. However,
this method is most successful for the genes we often care least about, placing a premium on methods that
can annotate unusual or highly diverged sequences. In this twilight recognition realm, ab-initio structure
prediction based annotation has proven valuable [1]. By prediction of a protein’s approximate structure
we can compare it’s structure to proteins of known function. Because this approach is less specific than
sequence based annotation, it is useful to confirm ab-initio structure prediction based annotations by other
means. Here we present a novel method that uses text mining to improve and screen genome-scale structure
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predictions in an automated fashion assisting further human curation efforts.
We generate a body of text for test sequences from sequence-based comparison to the non-redundant

UniProt sequence database by selecting the literature associated with the top BLAST hits and extracting
MeSH keywords [3]. Literature is obtained similarily for the member sequences of all structural SCOP super-
families [2]. The literature for each super-family is combined. We then rank the super-families by decreasing
cosine keyword vector similarity for each test sequence (details of this cosine measure can be found in [5,9]).
The keyword based and ab-initio structure based rankings are further combined in a single ranking with
the rank-product method [6]. We find that the annotation (i.e. SCOP super-family) rankings based on
this approach dramatically improve the annotation accuracy over structure based annotation alone. This
is demonstrated on a large benchmark set of sequences with known structures that is carefully screened for
homolog removal to simulate highly diverged sequences.

MeSH terms were shown to be useful for extracting functional information about genes or proteins
previously. For example, Masys et al. [7] showed that MeSH terms associated (through publications) with
two clusters of co-expressed genes were informative about the medical conditions of the gene expression
samples. MacCallum et al. [8] extracted keywords for proteins from the SwissProt/UniProt database and
used the cosine similarity to improve remote homolog detection over using sequence similarity alone. They
evaluated their method on a set of 100 known remote homologs. Only SwissProt keywords from the exact
match of the remote homolog candidates in the protein database was considered, however.

The work presented here extends work we reported previously [4,5,9]. There we showed the power of the
keyword similarity method to infer functional relationships for close sequence homologs, i.e. to predict protein
families that are based on sequence homology. Here we go beyond that and show that sequence similarity is
not required for the keyword similarity method to detect functional (and/or structural) relationships among
proteins, its potential usefulness is therefore wider than supported by our previous results.

Data and Methods
400 non-redundant test sequences with known structure were selected at random from 320 (randomly se-
lected) SCOP super-families from all 4 main SCOP classes. We predicted 1000 model structures for each
sequence using repeated runs of the Rosetta algorithm [10]. For each set of 1000 models, these were clustered
for structural similarity into typically 20 clusters. The model structures of the cluster centers were compared
with MAMMOTH [11] to a non-redundant set of known SCOP structures (i.e. Astral40) which resulted in
a ranking of SCOP super-families based on decreasing structure similarity as reported by MAMMOTH.
Details on the prediction algorithms and methods can be found in [10, 11].

We used BLAST to find the top matches for the 400 test sequences in the UniProt [12] protein database.
We proceeded similarly for the non-redundant (Astral40) member sequences of all 1280 SCOP super-families
(ver. 1.63), except that we removed SCOP sequences if they had a BLAST e-value smaller than 5 to one
of the test sequences and both were members of the same SCOP super-family. The goal of this filter was
to test for the difficult twilight cases expanded on above, where we do not have close sequence homology
between a sequence we want to annotate and the member sequences of the correct super-family. Literature
references for the BLAST hits are obtained from UniProt. MeSH keywords1 for these references were
extracted from PubMed/MEDLINE [3]. After frequency based keyword filtering and weighting, the cosine
similarity measure between the keyword vectors of the test sequences and each of the pooled SCOP super-
family vectors were calculated and used to rank the super-families by decreasing similarity. Further details
can be found in [4, 5, 9].

To combine the independent structure prediction and keyword similarity based super-family rankings we
used the non-parametric rank-product method [6]. For a given test sequence i and super-family j we have
the structure based ranking si,j and the keyword based ranking ki,j . We obtain a rank product score for
sequences i and super-families j by calculating rpi,j = si,j ∗ ki,j for all i and j. We then rank for each test

1Other sets of keywords are evaluate currently.
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Figure 1: Ranking of correct SCOP super-families for 400 test sequences by the following methods: (i)
BLAST e-value, (ii) keyword similarity, (iii) ab-initio structure prediction method, (iv) by combining the
keyword and structure based rankings with the rank-product method, and (v), for comparison, picking and
ranking super-families randomly. Our novel combined method performs significantly better than either the
original structure prediction or keyword based prediction methods alone. The keyword method performs
well even though the literature comes from sequences with little (BLAST) detectable sequence homology.

sequence i the SCOP super-families j by increasing rpi,j and obtain a new ranking of super-families based
on the structure and the keyword ranking.

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows for our above explained 3 super-family prediction methods the number of sequences (y-axis)
that had their correct super-family ranked in the position indicated by the x-axis or higher (i.e. better)2.
The structure based ranking performs slightly better than the keyword similarity based method by itself.
The combined rank-product method improves prediction considerably over both methods individually. For
example, a typical set of structure predictions provided to a human curator are the top 10 predictions made
by Rosetta and Mammoth. Among the top 10 predictions of the structure based method the correct super-
families for 210 of the 400 sequences can be found. For the combined method, the correct super-families for
285 sequences can be found, an improvement of 35%.

Also shown are results if super-families are ranked based on sequence similarity, by increasing BLAST
e-value. Sequence homologs to the test sequences had been removed thoroughly, as BLAST was not able
to rank the correct super-family at the top for a single test sequence3. This result shows very clearly the

2Note that the number of sequences on the y-axis is cumulative, e.g. the number of sequences shown for rank 5 includes all
sequences that had their super-family ranked at position 5 or higher.

3The leveling off of BLAST rankings after about 200 sequences is due to the e-value cutoff of 10,000 (the database size was
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strength of the keyword similarity method, as it is able to correctly indicate functional (and/or structural)
similarity between proteins with no detectable sequence homology.

Conclusions
We show that literature keyword similarity measures can infer functional and structural relationships among
proteins even if there is no, or very little, sequence homology among the respective protein sequences, an
ability searched for by the community to make predictions in the difficult twilight zone. We were able to show
further that our combined method of predicting structural super-families with ab-initio structure prediction
performs significantly better than either method individually. Current and future work focuses on different
keyword sets, like abstract keywords, and obtaining confidence measures for the keyword based predictions.

In conclusion, our results are encouraging to further pursue text mining for Bioinformatics for the chal-
lenging tasks at hand and to search for ways to link different methods and sources of information.
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